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Customer Advisory 

Adapting your business to 

the re-opening 

  

Dear customer, 

We are pleased to see that COVID-19’s stronghold on Europe is finally 
decreasing with a pace that enables countries to gradually open the lock-
down and give back citizens and businesses a little of the freedom that we all 
enjoyed a few months ago. 
 
Some of our colleagues have returned to the office on a rotation scheme, while 
the majority continues working from home. Regardless, we are still here for 
you – ships are sailing, trucks and trains are running, and warehouses are 
open. Our employees are, more than ever, fueled with knowledge, 
learnings, and best practice on how to keep your goods moving across 
borders. For the past many weeks, our sales and customer service teams have 
worked tirelessly to ensure that food, medicine, protective equipment as well as 
paper, machine parts, tech products and whiteware have reached both the 
online and offline stores and eventually the end consumers. 
 
As we are all hoping to continue seeing the gradual reductions of the pandemic 
restrictions, we must all start to prepare our business for the new situation that 
we will find ourselves in. It stands clear that COVID-19 has impacted the way 
that organisations and consumers behave, which requires all businesses 
to review their setups and their ability to adapt to transformed supply 
chain conditions. 
 
As our colleagues in the Maersk offices in China can now look at COVID-19 from 
the other side of the pandemic, we would like to share their learnings as they 
were the first to navigate through these unprecedented times. The report 
outlines how you can leverage our experiences in maintaining supply 
chain continuity and minimising the impact on your business.  Whether we 
are facing a global pandemic, cyber-attack or an economic crisis, continuity is 
key - and by integrating various transport combinations, you can plan for future 
disruptions. 
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Read Our Learnings 

 

 

  

 

   

We appreciate the trust you have in us and continue to encourage you to reach 

out to our local customer service and sales representatives who are ready to 

advise you on the right supply chain solutions for your current business situation. 

  

Best regards, 

Sealand - A Maersk Company 

Europe and Mediterranean 

  

Do you have a question? 

www.sealandmaersk.com 
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